DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 1150, s. 2019

December 9, 2019

FACILITATORS AND RESOURCE SPEAKERS FOR THE ICT TRAINERS TRAINING ON
PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS AND OTHER APPLICATIONS

To:  SCHOOL HEADS – Digos City SHS, Dawis NHS, RMCES, Kapatagan NHS,
      Binaton ES, Igpít ES

1.  This has reference to Division Memorandum No. 1117 s. 2019, about the conduct
    of ICT Trainer Training on Productivity Tools and Other Applications, this office
    has directed the following teachers who have participated the Microsoft Education
    Ambassadors (MEA) Program and the Open Education Resources (OER) Training
    to be the resource speakers and facilitators on the said ICT Trainers Training on
    December 12-14, 2019 at Megans Function Hall, Digos City, to wit:

    • Charles Robin Ramos – MEA, Digos City SHS
    • Moises Peral - MEA, Digos City SHS
    • Darlene D. Pascual - MEA, Dawis NHS
    • Jimmy Laranjo – MEA, OER, Ramon Magsaysay CES
    • Blair Torres - OER, Kapatagan NHS
    • Irish Caminade – OER, Binaton ES
    • Kim Fernandez – OER, Igpít ES

2.  Travel and other incidental expenses will be charged to local funds, subject to the
    usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

3.  For your information and guidance.

CRISTY C. EPE, CESE
Schools Division Superintendent
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